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Political theory
turies, ho longer

today, unlike

interests

philosophers* The stirring
tory compel every
view of

only a few

person

state to he

far

ohievements and

and
his¬

form a rational

political

idea of the ever growing syndi¬

economy

from

to

negation of all

calist movement* A recent writer
ethics and politioal

statesmen

oonoeptions underlying our so-

oial-political life* Radioal
activity is the central

past oen-

events of oontemporary

thinking

the fondamental

that of

in the field of sooial

deolares the

the most

traditional

suooesBful of man1 s a-

probably only a transitory phase in the

history of oivillzation*1’Many

popular, pseudo-philoSo¬

phie thinkers regard the world as on the brink of a oataolysmio sooial

transformation, in whioh the old

of soolal-politioal
husks*

Evolutionism

oome to mean

forms

organization will be oast away like
in its politioal

denial of the

applications has

permanence and the enduring

value of the state*
In the midst of our oontemporary utopianism and de****%**************%*%*%%***************%%**************
1* L*T*Hobhouse: The Metaphysical Theory of the State*
Hew York, The Maomillan Company, 1918, pp*77,79*

2
sire for

radioal

change,

there still

thinkers who find

logical

validity and ethioal meaning

in the notion of the state as the
ganization for mankind.
group of

British

Bosanquet,

remain

oertain

social-political

or¬

Foremost among these is a small

idealists, Wallace,

and others, - intellectual

Plato, Aristotle, Want, and Hegel.

Green,

Bradley,

descendants

The

of

idealist trad¬

ition is a continuous, developing body of thought,which
maintains the

reality and value of the state as the ne¬

cessary expression of man's naturally rational, ethioal,
and political
and logio,

character.

The resources of metaphysios

quite as well as the observation of particu¬

lar soolal, economic, and political phenomena, give

the

*

idealist theory its basis and general outline.

The his-

torioal-critical method serves to add the quality of ra¬
tional perspective to that of penetration and depth* The
central

importance of Plato and Aristotle in-the polit»

leal in the political theory of idealism must be clearly
recognized,

for the Greek influence is

thought of Hegel,

which is the immediate

apparent in the
background of

British idealism. This Hegelian background of the polit¬
ical theory of
first

task

to

recent

British

examine.

idealism it will be our

Study of Hegel's thought discloses the organic na¬
ture of his philosophy. One basic

conception permeates

all, the essential identity of Thought

and Things,

of logic and Metaphysio: "The Rational

is the Real and

the Real is the Rational." Thought for Hegel does

or

not

hare the usual psychological or common sense meaning*He
regards it as an objective reality, manifested but nev¬
er oompletelyjexpressed in the reasoning of the partic¬
ular mind. Thought is not static; in the dialectical pro¬
cess of Thesis, Antithesis, and Synthesis each stage is
logically evolved from the

preceding one.

Political

thought is no exception; in the Hegelian philosophy of
the state the steps of the dialectioal prooess are clear¬
ly exhibited*
Hegel's aim is neither a utopian portrayal of an ideal state, nor, on the other hand, reform through crit¬
icism of existing types of political organisation*

The

patriotic motive of urging the disunited Germans of the
early nineteenth century to strong, centralized govern¬
ment only partially explains Hegel's political
More fundamental is the philoâophio demand

theory.

for logioal

analysis, critical interpretation of the meaning of the
state and the nature of law* This does not result in bar¬
ren abstractness, but in discussion of the conorete prtib-
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lems of

sooial-polltioal

life, Hegel tells ns

learn tdt see the eternal which is

we mast

immanent in thv temp¬

oral.
The most important of Hegel's political writings is
the

Philosophy of Right.It is divided into three parts,

following the triadie form of the dialeotioal

process*

First is the part on abstract right, which is

the

very

beginning of real law and political organisation.lt teals
with the fundamental legal ideas: person, property, inju¬
ry, and orime. They are the universal, abstract,

formal

conceptions of right necessary for the development of free
will. In the second stage, Morality, we see the Will tarn
baok into itself. The subjective aspects of will,

suoh

as purpose, responsibility, and oOnsolenoe, are discussed.
Morality is for Hegel the internal relation of the wUlto
itself.3» But neither abstraot right nor subjective
ality alone suffice; the third part of the book

mcos^

offers

the necessary synthesis. Without this third part,Ethical
Observance, the whole meaning of the Philosophy of Right
********************************************************
1. Hegel's Philosophy of Mind, translated by William Wal¬
lace, Oxford, Clarendon'Press, 1894, p.137.
E. Hegel's Philosophy of Right, translated by S.W. Dyde,
London, George Bell and Sons, 1896.
3. Philosophy of Right, p.109
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would be lost* In it right acquires oonoreteness and beoomes an essential part in various human activities «Like¬
wise morality gains new meaning*Its extreme subjectivity
and oaprioiousnes8 become a minor faotor, for these are
sublimated to the plane of ethics* Right, particularized
and made oonorete, and morality, universalized and made
a civic matter, are brought into unity in Ethical Obser¬
vance, which is the process of realizing freedom*
The

three stages of Ethical Observance are family,

civic community, and the state*In the family individuals
have no separate, personal existenoe, but are simply mem¬
bers of the whole* Activity is for the whole and its ends,
hence ethioal expression is limited to actions in a more
or less formal channel*Upon the natural expansion of the
family, ethioal spirit is found in the civic community ,
which, unlike the family, is only an aggregate of indlvuals, each seeking his own welfare, his own justice from
others, his own protection from danger* If Hegel had stop¬
ped at this point, he would have left us only with the
conception of society as an aggregate of self-seeking in¬
dividuals, a conception not ^unfamiliar in the history of
political thought* But for him the^vepy portraÿàl of such
a society disoloses a higher stage of development*

The

state organization is a synthesis of the idea of the fam¬
ily and the idea of the civic community*

Here Hegel is

6
not giving

us a theory

stats, nor does lis

of tho historical origin of tho

argus that the stats is to

supplant

sither ths family or the civic oominunity. His real moan¬
ing is that the oonospt of ths state is logically invol¬
ved in ths

concepts

of ths family and oivio community.

It is synthesis in ths light of which ws see ths

true

meaning of the two factors making its existence possible.
The
works

Philosophy of Mind

whioh is

thsory.
ed and

is

ths

other of

significant for study of his

Hegel's

political

like ths Philosophy of Right, it also/is divid¬
subdivided

according to ths triadic law of

dialectical process.

The

deals with

psychology.

tive, is the

Hegelian

first part, Hind Subjective,
She next, Mind Objec¬

Philosophy of Right in

miniature with the

same outline and divisions. - Ho difference in
is found in the two

ths

writings.

The

principle

third part of

the

Philosophy of Mind deals with Absolute Mind,as manifest¬
ed in art, religion, and

philosophy.

To each of these

topios, of course, Hegel has devoted speolal

treatises.

The Philosophy of Mind gives us a general view of

the

Hegelian system. We see the political theory in its pro¬
per

perspective.

It iô only part, but a vital part of

the whole organic process we call philosophy.
*

After this survey of the main outlines of

Hegel's

philosophy,we mast now examine his pôlitioal theory more
in detail* Hegel*s treatment of person, property and con¬
tract is of

interest*

Personality implies capacity to

possess rights1; rights and laws in turn are regarded as
means hy which personality is developed*

The

property

right gives opportunity for expression of personality in
the external sphere.

This is the well known ethical ar¬

gument for private property: it is necessary for reali¬
zation of human

character.

Contraot ié' possible

through a oommon will or unity of wills of those
up and acquiring property.
time to a
their

giving

Though subordinated for the

oommon will, nevertheless

particularity*

only

these wills retain

Individual ownership of land and

commercial enterprises have the advantage over any scheme
of collective ownership; and furthermore property quali¬
fication for office holding is considered Just.
Another important problem is that of crime and pun¬
ishment.

There are three kinds of wrong-doing,

premeditated

i*e.,un¬

wrong of a purely external not subjective

character, fraud which is outwardly but not subjectively
right, lastly violence and crime whioh are both inwardly
and

outwardly wrong.

Crime is a violation of right or

* * * * ** *** * * ** * ** ** *** * ****** * ** *** * * * ******* *** * ** ******
1. Philosophy of Right, p*45.
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contract,

a collision of wills.

Thera are three outstanding theories of punishment,
the retributive, deterrent, and reformatory.

It is dif¬

ficult to define the Hegelian view as any of these types.
Retribution to Hegel does not mean revenge, or quantita¬
tive

balance of

punishment and crime.

Rather does it

mean that punishment is the moral right of the offender,
his just due as. a responsible being.

Hegel has no sym¬

pathy with the sentimental humanitarian!sm of the reform¬
atory theory; evil as a means plays a neoessary part
the scheme of things,

in

neither does he regard punishment

as essentially threat or deterrent. Sather is retraction
and

reassertion of the violated

true purpose of punishment.

o

principle or

law

Realization of the validity

of the broken law must be vivid enough to govern
notion.

the

future

Only in attaining this end has punishment

real

ethioal meaning.
Closely related to the problem of orime and punish¬
ment is the problem of poverty, which appears during the
period of disruption of the family into the

oivio commu¬

nity composed of self-dependent, self-interested individ*********************************************************
1.

Philosophy of Right, p* 86-93*

2. McTaggart: Hegel*s Theory of Punishment, International
-Journal of Bthlos, Vol. VI, p* 479.
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uals* Excess, misery, physical ana sooial corruption arise from the

conflicts an& complexities of the sooial

life* Accidental oiroumstanoes and lack

of opportunity

are important faotors. In this field morality can
active expression* At this point Hegel warns us, as

find
do

the modern philanthropists, against haphazard almsgiving
to the unfortunate*!«But when a system of puhiio relief
through poor-houses, orphanages, and hospitals is advo¬
cated, the problem of pauperization arises.2* A pauper
is in inner rebellion against constituted authority,foç
lackingsstfffient self-respect to earn his own living,he
nevertheless olaims support as a right.3* The existence
of a large number of persons living below the normal stan¬
dard presents a problem very difficult to solve* Publlo
institutions cause loss of independence and honor.

But,

on the other hand, employment of all would result in over production. 4

Hegel is led, as a last resort, to the

laissez-faire method of leaving the poor to their
and allowing publlo begging.3* He also reverts

to

fate
the

conventional notion that poverty is the result of lazi****************************%**************************
l.Philosophy of Right, p.230.

E.lbldU, pTISl.

3a lbIt»| p#232e
| p»233, 232a
3a ïbjLjflLa^f Pa 233a

ness and extravagance* The last suggestion for solution
is colonization, which relieves congestion and its

re¬

sulting inequalities* This is a rather disappointing,hit
not a logically necessary, conclusion of Hegel's thought
on the subject.
Hegel's treatment of the family as the expression
of the natural ethical spirit is of great importance,for
later we find his conception of the state a synthesis of
the idea of family and of oivio community* The

family

has a highly unified, organic nature* In it persons are
not independent beings, but are members..There are

no

individual rights or goods. This apparent limitation is
really the liberation of the members

thruugh opportuni¬

ty for ethical expression.1.
The three phases of the family are its conception
in marriage, its external reality in property, and

its

natural dissolution.2* Hegel, unlike Kant, opposes

the

notion of marriage as merely civil contract, but,on the
other hand, does not hold the theory that ceremony

is

superfluous, as Friedrich Sohlegel does.3. It is an es¬
sentially ethical relation. External expression in per-

*4^ **********************%*****************************
1.Philosophy of Right, p.166,167.

2.1bfd.7 pVl05,!6iS.
S.TBTcT., p.171.

11maneht possessions Is necessary* All hare a oomrnon right
to ths family means* Children are expeoted to oontribute
only services which hear on their education.^

There is

no indication of paternal autooraoy in the family, which
might later he
monarch.

translated into the absolute

The father is merely the legal

power of a

representative

of the family. Members are subordinated to the whole,but
it is the. means of their ethical realization. The family
socializes the whole existence of the individual.

Inde¬

pendence of the children and death of the parents causes
the natural dissolution of the family, but its essential
principles are of eternal validity. It is oonorete unityin-difference and is the means of the individual's ethi¬
cal realization.
Closely related to the ethloal function of the fam¬
ily is the

problem of

education.

For Hegel, eduoation

means development of the ethical nature, self-dependence
2

and free personality. It is a social matter; every ohild
has the right to eduoation* If necessary, the civic com¬
munity should

supersede the will of the parents, super¬

intend eduoation, compel

attendance at school, vaccina-

********************************************************
1. Philosophy of Right, p. 176.
2. Ibid*, p. 181, 177, 178.

lé

tion, «to.'*' Hegel's ideas are in aooord with

modern de¬

mands, but are not developed into a complete theory. Ed¬
ucation has an ultimate, almost mystic sense of
tion from

libera¬

particularity; it is not separated from meta¬

physics and ethics*
These social problems of education, family, poverty*
crime and property are a

necessary part of Hegelian po¬

litical philosophy because the state is, in Hegel's mean¬
ing, Identical with society.

Followers of Hegel

hold this old classical idea of the city-state.
people of

today the

state

simply means the

still
To most

political

functions, legislative, executive and judicial; it is an
instrument for

promoting the welfare of the individual*

Society is considered an aggregate of self-seeking indi¬
viduals, who make greater or less
of general interest.
community,

compromise in affairs

This is what Hegel calls the civic

which gives rise to the

social

problems we

have just considered*
The Hegelian state is more, than a merely accidental,
artificial

aggregate of

individuals, or an

for compromise between them*

instrument

"It is a living unity only

in so far as both elements, the family and the oivio oom********************************************************
1. Philosophy of Right, p* 229.
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munity , are developed within it.1,1‘Though Hegel proba¬
bly never used the term organic unity, it is ofjren used
to describe his view*

The biological analogy is a poor

one; it is doubtful whether Hegel meant to assert that
the individuals in the state correspond

to the

hands,

feet, eyes, and other parts of an organic being* HThat is
organic unity? Perhaps it means a unity whioh is the end
of its parts*

‘Analogy with the family is here of value.

The more perfect the individual parts, the more perfeot
the unity*

This may give a clue to the solution of the

most important problem of the Hegelian theory: the rela¬
tion of the individual to the state*

But first must

be

discussed some of the preliminary problems involved in
state organization*
The question of relation of state and church

is a

half-political, half-sooial problem, whioh may be regard¬
ed as a transition between the purely social problems of
the oivlo community and the striotly political conceptions
later discussed.

If religion is regarded as the founda-

tion of the ethical system, it would naturally
er

authority

than the state*

as

ethics would

seem high¬

Political seienôè as well

be subordinated

to the church.

There

*******%********************%***%$******%%*%$%*%*%**%*%**

1.
Philosophy of Right,p*255.
2.
John M.B.MoTaggart: Studies in Hegelian Cos
bridge, At the University Press, l9ol, pp.l?8,18é7
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would bo unity of stato under church.This is not Hegel'8
view*

He says that unity of state and ohuroh is a high

ideali

both have

form*^

Religion is feeling, imagination, faith and

truth as their object,

but differ in
doc¬

trine* The state is spirit as it abides in the world and
unfolds itself in the

shape of the actual

organization

g
of law* Its realm is consciousness, thought, rationality*
To replace the

state with the regime of religion

be to make subjectivity supreme,
of obedience to law*

to have piety

would
instead

Under such conditions,there would

be real difficulty in maintaining political organization*
When religion recognizes and supports the state

instead

of displaying presumptuous and hostile spirit, it has its
own plaoe,

and the state should protectjit.

Hegel does

not advocate a state church, but rather recognition of
4
various seots* The state may demand that every Individ-

6

ual connect himself with some congregation ,- ar reujutretodnfc. hardly in keeping with the rest of Hegel's ideas on
the subjeot*
When the ohuroh owns property,

or in

other

ways

*******************************************************
1*
2*
3.
4*
5.

Philosophy of Right, p. 266*
Cf* Ibid.» p* 2Ô0.
Cf. Tbia., p* 273
Ibid* * p* 270*
IÏÏT3*, p. 262.

leaves the inner
places Itself

realm and enters that of

direotly under the

state* Efloleslastioal

the world, it

jurisdiction

of

the

sanctions are not sufficient with*

out those of the state* It is in the inner realm
trine that churohs are independent♦

of doc¬

Soienoe should like¬

wise he independent in the formation of its dootrines.The
state may treat with infinite indifferenoe mere opinions,
for in themselves they contain no true strength or force?*
Hegel opposes Hobbes1 idea that religion should be
to foroe individuals into more easy submission
oppression*

used

to state

Yet he states that religious sentiment should

be used to foroe reverenoe for the state if philosophie
insight be lacking.In general Hegel's ideas on the re¬
lation

&£

state and ohuroh are modern.He advooates their

separation* The state should maintain a reopeotful but aaot
servile attitude toward the ohuroh and never interfere
with it unless it intrudes on the state's domain*
She first of the more purely politioal

problems dis¬

cussed in the Philosophy of Right is that of the polit ioal
constitution* For Hegel, the donstltutlon is the state;it
oontainsvnfrithin itself the different political functions,
********************************************************
l.Phllosophy of Right. pp.264,265<
2.Ibid.,p.2o$*
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affairs,and aotivitios.lt is the vary essence of the eth¬
ical spirit and political unity of the state.^* Constitu¬
tion and state are not independent and separate; each im¬
plies the other, manufacturing or creating a constitution,
as Hapoleon attempted in the

case of Spain, is

to Hegel

absurd.2* A constitution is the work of centuries, and de¬
pends mainly on the kind and character of

the people. It

is the development of their idea and sense of what is rea¬
sonable and right* Hegel therefore concludes

that

every

nation has its apprdpriate constitution; the real problem
is not to make, but to develop the existing
Perfecting the state into a full

constitution*

constitutional monarchy

is the work of the modern world. Critics of Hegel find it
easy to attack his ideas on the constitution, for
a symbolic, almost mystio meaning* Although

it

it has
develops

in time, it is above and beyond all that is made; we must
contemplate it as self-centered, se3£-begotten,divine and
IX

perpetual.

Perhaps critios are justified in growing im¬

patient with such rhapsodies*
Does Hegel's treatment of the constitution

indioate

that he was attempting to justify absolutism? He oertain*********************************************************
l,PMl°a°phy of Right» p#257*
BtTblde^iPe 282»
3# » 9 p* 281 •

17ly was not in favor of the sudden epidemio of constitu¬
tion making that came in the first half of the nineteenth
century. But this does not signifÿ that he

opposed

constitution itself, hut rather that he held it muBt

the
he

gradually achieved hy the people theraselves,natartificial¬
ly made and given to them, Hegel, however, ignores

the

*

historical fact of the development of the constitution
from the mediaeval town charter*1*and definite

contract

between the ruler and the ruled. History, as well as meta¬
physics, should he employed in dealing

with the

idea of

the constitution,
She problem of sovereignty is among the

most impor¬

tant questions disoussed in the Heglallan political theo¬
ry, There are three aspects of sovereignty: the

decisive

function of the prinoe, the executive power of government,
and the power of legislation.^* It is hy development
these powers, judicial, exeoutive, and legislative,

of
that

the state finds its perfeotion in constitutional monarchy
The filnotion of the prinoe is to bring into

unity

three funotions of the state, Hegel insists

on the unity

of political powers, rather than on their

these

independence *

apparently for two reasons. First, the organic conception
%%#***%****%%************************%*%%*****%*******%**
l.The very word "Magna Charts" shows its origin,
g.Philosophy of Right, p,278.
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of the 8 tat a}'would naturally emphasize the universal na¬
ture of the prinoe as a unity of differences.

Ho partic¬

ular function is independdribin Its activity, but

is depen¬

dent on the life and aim of the whole.2* On the other hand,
contemporary events led Hegel to see the

Importance

of

political unity, and to realize that "unity is above all
3.
things to be desired." This historical reason serves to
reinforce the more fundamental argument from organic unity.
In his emphasis on the importance of the
el does

prinoe Heg¬

not advocate despotism, which he describes as law¬

lessness in which the particular will, whether of monaroh
or of people, counts as law.** The individuals who
state offices hold them in virtue of

hold

their objective and

'N

universal qualities, not as particular persons^ The
ness and functions of the state cannot therefore

be

busi¬
pri¬

vate property. The monaroh embodies the personality of the
state.

g

He is a sort of symbol* nevertheless,he is neces¬

sary* Sovereignty of the people as separate from

the mon¬

aroh has no meaning, for they are no longer a state*It is
sovereignty of the ptatèe itself, as an organic u£it£h«of
*********************************************************
1. Philosophy of the State, p.282#283.

2.

ïbid:,

3.Ibid., p.309.
4.Ibid., p.285.
5.Ibid., p.284.
6
*HM*> P*287.

p/g85.
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th« various elements,

with the prinoe as

symbol,

that'

Hegel wants to emphasize*
That the prinoe is a symbol is made olear when Hegel
says that the private
signifioanoe,
in a

oharaoter of the monarch is of

that he represents ultimate deolsion

purely formal way, saying "I will"*1

avoids faotion disputes,
of a monarch.
*

henoe is

There is to be a

no

only

Primogeniture

better than

election

supreme oounoil to

be

freely appointed by the monaroh.. This would indicate that
the prinoe is not merely a symbol, for he has the
of appointment.

The oounoil

sion, but it , not the

power

presents matters for • deci¬

monaroh,

is held responsible

for

o
the acts of

government.

This is because the monaroh is

symbol representing the state as a whole,

in which

true

sovereignty resides.
Only a very superficial, hasty reading of the Philos¬
ophy of Right would lead to the oonolusion that it is

a

Justification of German absolutism, although it is obvious
that there is dmphasis on the centralization of political
power. Bather does Hegel's work seem to point to the Engitr

lish government than^the German* One difficulty stands in
the way of this interpretation. The members of the supreme
* * * * * * * * % * * * * % * * * * * * * ** * $ * * ** * * % * *** * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * % $ * % % % *
1. Philosophy of Right,
2* Ibid.7 p7 297.

p. 292, 293.

20oounoil are appointed and dismissed by the arbitrary will
«

of the monarch**

The holding of executive offices like¬

wise is in the hands of the prince*

If we could

think

of appointment growing into the English meaning

of the

word, e*g* appointment based on the will of the

people,

the difficulty would be solved*
In the legislature the different classes or estates
are at last represented*

p

The people's deputies

consti¬

tute a mediating organ between the government and the
s
people at large.
The deputies of the people should be
capable of participating in universal business, and are
to be appointed by the different corporations of the civ¬
ic community &y a simple prooess whioh either makes

an

election superfluous or reduoes the play of opinion and
caprice to a minimum.4

The assembly of deputies is to

be open to the public so they can benefit
tional way by the discussions*
of the press are
of democratic

fl

Freedom of

in an

educa¬

opinion and

necessary safety valves for expression

ideas*

Although Hegel does not want the

attitude of the government to be hostile to the classes,
still he does not have faith in the multitude. Like Fla*******%***%*%*********%**********%*********************
1*
2*
3*
4.

Philosophy of Right, p* 296*
Ibid*, p* 3o9>*
m, p. 311.
Ibid*, p. 319*
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to, he thicks that reason is the fruit of deep knowledge
and insight, and is therefore not the
masses.1

property

of

2

the

Government is for,

does not advooate that the legislature he in the form of
Individuals, either representatives or general partioipao

tion of all.

The land owning class, he tells us,

has

the natural ethioal character necessary for political ac¬
tivity.

However, Hegel like Plato,modifies the rigidity

of class lines hy allowing the determining faotor
capacity of the individual*
best, who are

to he

Government should he hy the

naturally the land owners.

The Hegelian theory of sovereignty is no justifica¬
tion of monarohial absolutism; nor, on the other hand,is
there any advooation of democratic principles
Philosophy of Right»

in

the

Hegel*s constitutional monarchy is

in reality aristocratic and paternalistic in nature.
Discussion of war and

international

of importance, for in the Hegelian view the
dence of a people constitutes its external
and is its highest dignity.

Hegel does not

relations

is

self-depen¬
sovereignty
advocate a

submissive, servile attitude, hut a virile,assertive one.
War

is not merely neoessary evil,

or an external aooi-

********************************************************
1. Philosophy of Right, p. 310.
2. Ibid.. p, 317.

‘
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dent grounded in passion tut is an element

of

positive

ethical value in national life*l«It is a national activ¬
ity, and is not directed against individuals,

families

or institutions, hut against a hostile whole •2 * Personal
hate is not the motive; inhumanity is not characteristic
12

of modern war* *Hegel sees war as the means of strength¬
ening the internal power of the state, of

bringing

the

people into unity of feeling and aotion, and of prevent¬
ing the stagnation and ossification of national life and
A

culture that prolonged peace is liable to bring* - To the
individual war offers opportunity for

participation

a universal oause, self-saorifioe, and bravery*

in

Critics

may point out that this opportunity is not for all indi¬
viduals, for Hegel states thats a special class under the
command of the prinoe is to have the function

of

state

defense*6*
The real reason for the necessity of war in the He¬
gelian theory is the lack of any power

higher than

the

state* Since there is no judge of all, international law
6
is impossible, only a good intention* *

1*Philosophy of Right, p*330*
2*Ibid*, p*336*
3,ICTC., p*3ft0*
4.TSI3:*, p* 331-333*
6.IÏÏTJ., p.333*
6*Ibid*, p.338.

Agreements

be-

23tween states are only provisional, for self-dependencs
and well-being is the highest law

of state relations***

Hegel sees no basis for Eant's Idea

of an allianoe

of

9

prinoes* ‘nevertheless, the nations of Europe

tend

to

formtthemselves ihto a family by means of the universal
principles of legislation and ethioal observance*®•Civ¬
ilization ameliorates International behavior* This idea
is not further developed* The real difficulty in regard
* to international relations is the ab sennets of the prin¬
ciples of representative government, which

in turn re¬

sults from Hegel's laok of faith in the multitude* The
state is the absolute power on earth* Beyond it is only
the universal world-spirit as embodied in the events of
history, which has as phases the successive dominant
states* We cannot look to the universal world-spirit for
a solution of international problems*
In concluding this brief aooount of the
political philosophy, we at once meet the

Hegelian

question

the relation of Hegel's theories to the reoent war
to demooratlo principles in general* Hobhouse's
book, The Metaphysical Theory of the State finds

of
and

recent
that

sfr******************************************************
l*PhllQ80phy of Right. p*3S8*
2*Ibid*, p*o32*
3.151?*, p.341*
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Hegel’s theories underlie German militarisnuDoes Hegel’s
belief in the necessity of war, however, imply

his

as¬

sent to the doctrine that "might is right"? Ho more than
it implies his admission that evil is good.Foroe is a ne¬
cessary means, not the ideal and goal, of right«We should
not confuse Hegel with Hietzsohe* Again, it is

open

to

question whether Hegel considered the German people

as

inherently superior, and whether his exaltation

the

of

state is meant to apply only to the German state*Hegel’s
Philosophy of History shows that he was very much inter¬
ested in the development of German unity and power, and
that he regarded the German state as the next great domi¬
nating power after the Roman*But in the very nature of
the Hegelian view we see that the German state could not
be regarded as ultimate, final, absolute. It is only one
of a series and will finally be eclipsed by some other
power* As to the relation of the Hegelian theory to mod¬
ern democratic principles, we may say briefly that, al¬
though the treatment of particular problems may indicate
a democratic attitude,the fundamental principles of the
0

whole political theory are not democratic

bat aristocrat-

******%*%**%*****%****%*%%****************%********%****
1.Philosophy of Right,p,348*
2*Even concerning slavery, Hegel says it has value and
a neoessary place in certain ciroumstances*(0p*cit.p.63.)
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io in nature and show clearly the influence of Plato»
The last problem we must oonsider, an important one,
is the meaning of freedom and the nature of the individ¬
ual* In the Introduction t6 the Philosophy of Right, we
learn that right is freedom as idea, and that the purpose
of a philosophy of right is to show the stages in

the

development of self-conscious freedom*^*Critios,whohold
the conventional notion of freedom as caprice

or

ab¬

sence of constraint, naturally oonolude that in the Heg¬
elian view its meaning has been completely

perverted*

Hobhouse thinks that Hegel's emphasis on freedom as con¬
formity to law and custom is in reality absorption of In¬
dividual into the state* 2* The fundamental difficulty in¬
volved lies in the conception of the self*

Hobhouse 'a

oritioism is correct, if the Cynio emphasis on uniqueness
and separateness as the essence of individuality is main¬
tained* But this is precisely what does not

constitute

the reality of the individual in the Hegelian

view* Al¬

though there is formal recognition of the individual as
a synthesis of the Universal and the Particular, it

is

always the element of universality that receives empha¬
sis* The will is not thought of as subjeotlve and oapri-

*************t*****************************************
l*Philosonhy of Right, pp.36|l.
2*Hoblxouse: The Mexaphysloal Theory of the State,pp*33^52*
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cious, but as rational and universal, for In it all lim¬
itation and particularity are superseded*1
individuality is not uniqueness and subjectivity,express¬
ed as will or otherwise, but rather the unity of
with other individuals.

ground

Differences between individuals

are possible only on the basis of this common ground. Itmay be called the General Will, Heal Will,

Common Self,

universal element in human nature, or the "divine spark?!;
at any rate it is rational, for "what is real is rational
and what is rational is real"*
After all, this conception does not make the Individ
ual an empty metaphysical abstraction*

It is the reoogni

tion of the fundamentally ratiohal, universal

nature of

the self, a truth whioh is assumed in all our

dealings

with our fellow men.

The Hegelian oonoeption of the in¬

dividual is but another way of stating the Aristotelian
dootrlne that man is by nature a rational, political be¬
ing.

As Hegel expresses it, everyone is by his very na¬

ture a

oitiaen of a state: it is absolutely neoessary

for everyone to be in a state;

2

the individual

has his

true, real existence and ethical status only as a member

g

of a state; man is a universal being beoause he is a
****************************************** *************
1. Philosophy of Right, p. 31.
2. Ibid*, p. 79.
rnm>m

3* TïïIcT., p. 205.

mTmn-rnm -m*
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man*

This is the essence of education and thought, that

I should he apprehended as a universal person.^The state
and law are objective expressions of this universality of
our nature.'

The state is an embodiment of oonorete free¬

dom, in whioh the

individual has full

self-realization.

By understanding the state

pression of our universal nature we

development,

know

or

as an ex¬

why

Hegel

thought of it as divine* In speaking of its divine ohar-

2

aoter , he is only reasserting its rationality.
The whole meaning and value of Hegel’s thought would
be lost were we to consider it as the final, ultimate so¬
lution of our problems.
influence of the
thought*

Our real task is to

Hegelian

political

trace

theory on

the

later

Hegel’s important followers did not merely ad¬

vocate his views;they elaborated,criticized,and revised
his teachings*

To them we must accordingly

fuller development of Hegelian truths.

turn for a

The first group,

composed of Karl Marx, Lasalle, Engels, and others,will
receive only brief mention; the second group,the British
Heo-Hegelians, especially Thomas Hill Green and

Bernard

Bosanquet, will be dealt with in considerably greater de¬
tail.

*******%*****%****%*****************%%*%***%*********%%$
1, Philosophy of Right, p* 206*

2*-Ibid*', £. 247. "
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The Hegelian philosophy had no Important
in Germany.

disciples

Panlogism as a dominant philosophy

was un¬

mistakably yielding ground to voluntarism, to materialism,
to philosophies of compromise and negation* The eoonomio
determinism of Earl Marx and Ferdinand Lassalle's concep¬
tion of the state as an instrument of German Eultur

are

scarcely more than ironia distortions of the Hegelian diaJLeotio.

Hegel was not destined for oblivion

he found appreciative weloome abroad*

however;

In England Ster¬

ling^ book, The Seoret of Hegel (1865) greatly stimulat¬
ed an interest in Hegel's works, which were translated by
Wallaoe.

The philosophical movement thus initiated gain¬

ed great impetus from the historical studies

of

the

Cairds, and at Oxford oritioal study and reinterpretation
of German idealism was notably inspired by the

teaching

of Thomas Hill Green.
This great interest of British thinkers in Hegel was
an indication of reaction against the oommon-sense sensa¬
tionalism, the easy hedonism, and the laissez-faire poli¬
tical theory of the early nineteenth century*

Green did

not follow the empirical tradition of Locke,Berkeley and
Hume, for he found their conception of human

nature and

experience inadequate* Green was a radical, but not nega¬
tive: he undertook a

constructive

reinterpretation

of

29-

Gerraan idealism in the light of British needs and inter¬
ests*

Mere exposition of Hegel's system did not

est him; he sought to recover and reexamine the
elements in Hegel's thought.

2

More than an

inter¬
Kantian

expositor,

Green is also more than a pupil of German masters*

fhe

hasio ideas of his philosophy are the common heritage of

g

all true idealism , and the hack-ground of his

thinking

is as truly Aristotelian, or broadly Greek, as it is Ger¬
man-idealist io«

It was inevitable that a

champion

of

this venerable tradition should arise in Britain in op¬
position to the individualism of the nineteenth oentury*
Speculative and académie pursuits did not engage all
»

of Green’s energy; he took great interest in the politi¬
cal, eoonomio and social problems of his day*

Realizing

the importance of educating the masses, and the
better oommOn schools, for a number of years
as a school board inspector.

Unlike the

need of

he

usual

served
type of

reformer he was not by inolination a propagandist*

4

Like

Hegel, Green has no intention of constructing a Utopia.
Civic activity he considers a duty, a spiritual fundtion
********************************* ****** ****** *******
1. Cf* John MaoCunnj Six Radical Thinkers, Edward Arnold,
London, 1910, p. 222,
2* Works of T.H.Green* edited by R.L.Hettleship,Longmans, Green & Co*, London, 1911, Yol* III, p* Ixxxv, lxxxvi.
3* Ibid., p* lxxx.
4. Ibid*. p. lxvii.
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whereby we find reason disclosed as

embodied in

human

society*1* Green's civic idealism involves appreciation
of both past and future* Social and political instittu*t
tions are valuable instruments for the

development

civic character; on the basis of past

achievements

of
a

real progress is possible* In philosophy, metaphysioal
and ethioal theory are a necessary basis for considera¬
tion of practical problems* The idea of

freedom

and a

common good find concrete embodiment in man's social end
political life* Green's philosophy shows clearly the har¬
mony of conservatism and radicalism, and of

theory and

praotioe*
The metaphysical basis of Green's ethioal and poli¬
tical philosophy has its starting point in self•^consci¬
ousness and its experiences* In opposition

to

the view

of the empiricists that consciousness is but a succession
of sensations. Green developed Kant's conception

of the

self as a synthetic, integrated unity of apperception •
This view, to be sure, reflects Aristotle's position that
the universal, rational element in man

is

essential to

both knowledge and morality.2* But for Green self-consci¬
ousness is more than reason: every intelligible Act is a
********************************************************
1.Six Radical Thinkers. pp.219,220*
2«Cf. TUforks of ÿ»Ë*Green. vol*III, p.267.

31oomplex

of elements of reason, will, and desire*In terms

of self-oonselousness all else is to be explained;all re*
allty is its activity or expression* To Green this is the
great truth of Hegelianism: self-oonsoiousness is the ul¬
timate reality, the spiritual prinoiple, whioh is expres¬
sed in knowledge and in nature*1
comes in touch with religion* Self-oonsoiousness gives evidenee that the divine mind gradually reproduces

itself

in the human soul*2* God is conceived as the oompleted selfoonsoiousness, the ideal human self* Participating

in

this infinite perfection whioh is God, our selves are re¬
alized. The individual self-oonsoiousness is a

particu¬

lar phase of the eternal consciousness; while realizing
itself by means of natural forces and functions, it

is

not determined by them.®* Self-realization Involves free¬
dom; for Green freedom does not mean arbitrary action
cording to animal want or impulse; this would
sistent with his synthetic view of the self.

ac¬

be incon¬
The

funoA

tioning of motives from within is self-determination* *
Intellect, will, and desire are distinguishable but not
separate entities* Freedom is not of the will,

but

of

*************************ft*****************************

1.
Worka of T.H.Green, vol.III, p.lxxxv.
2. Thomas Hill green:Prolegomena to Ethics, The Claren¬
don Press, Oxford,Fifth Edit ion,‘19(j<>,’ *p. 206ff.
3.Ibid., p.92,93. 4.Cf.Ibid*, p.100,101.
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the whole self as a single, unitary whole; therein

is

its free expression made possible.
The true source of both morality and knowledge
not in the faculties of will and intellect, but

is

in the

possibility of self-realization. Consciousness of spir¬
itual endowment is the dynamic of human progress. 1Sinoe
it is common to all men, there must be a universal mor¬
al moral ideal, a common good. To understand the devel¬
opment and full meaning of the moral ideal is theaieal
task of Green1s treatise on ethical theory,Prolegomena
to Ethics* Discussion of hedonistic theories

of

the

good bring into clear relief Green's position. Por him
desire for self-satisfaction

2

‘means not desire

for

pleasure or physical well-being, but for perfection of
character, self-realization.
The perfectionist theory which Green advocates is
a tradition derived from Plato,Aristotle,and the Stoics.
The Chistian emphasis on the infinite

worth of

human

personality and the inner nature of morality is another
expression of the theory. Among its modern adteoates are
to be noted Spinoza, Pant, and Hegel* In

Pant's

deep

regard for the dignity of man as a moral being, an end

****%**%%*%******************%**ft*********************
l.Cf.Prolegomena to Ethics, p.206.

2.ibid77'p*

m:

33in himself, we recognize thee conception of morality as
inner harmony and. perfection of character.These theories
of the past, whioh provide the background of Greerib eth¬
ical stddies, have a common difficulty: self-realization
is liable to become a mere formula and lose ooncrete mean¬
ing* Green's political philosophy would correct this defeot* It deals with the actual conditions necessary for
self-realization and discusses the rights and duties of
ethioal-sooial life.
It should be clear, then, that Green's political
theory is rooted in his conception of the self*

Civic

activity, like that of reason, is not foroed and
ficial, but is the expression of the self's

arti¬

innermost

nature* Green's position affirms the Aristotelian dic¬
tum: man is by nature a social, a political being; the
whole framework of our political ideas, he declares

is

derived from the ancient Greeks*'1, Hegel, too,found in¬
spiration in Greek political thought; but the

basic Ar¬

istotelian idea finds implicit rather than explicit exprésàion in the Hegelian philosophy* It is in the poli¬
tical

theory of Green and of Bosanquet that Aristotle's

fundamental conceptions are most clearly developed*
********************************************************
1.Works of T.H*Green, vol.III, p.371.
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The self is sooial* The very existence and develop¬
ment of personality depend on intercourse with other sel¬
ves* We must not regard Green's emphasis on the human in¬
dividual and the insistence that "our ultimate

standard

of worth is an ideal of personal worth" and that "all oth¬
er values are relative to value for, of, or in a person",
as an expression of conventional individualism*To him the
individual and society as dissociated oonoepts are abstract
and meaningless*1* Self implies sooial life;

individual

good involves the good of others: thus alone is the issue
between egoism and altruism to he settled* For Green selfrealization JUs the common good.* Sidgwiok's view of Green's
self-realization theory as merely a subtle form of egoiS-

2
tio hedonism ‘would be justified only if we regard indi¬
viduals as separate and discrete, which is not Green's
view at all*
In the Leviathan Hobbes assumes that man is natural¬
ly unsocial, self-centered, and in eternal competion with
his fellows* Government is, then, only an artificial con¬
tract, a matter of expediency, but is nevertheless of im¬
portance, for it establishes moral order. Morality is no*********************************************************
1.Prolegomena to Bthlcs, pp.210,211*
f.Franx Herbert Hayward : The Ethical Philosophy of Sldgwiok, Sonnensohein and Co*, London, 1901, p•117D,
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thing more than legality. There is

no inner motive

for

perfection of character,pursuit of a oommon good, altru¬
ism, or religious worship* Green shows that

the

Isolated oonoeption of individuality, which

is Hobbes'

basic assumption, is not valid as prdved faot,

rigid,

nor val-

v

uable from an ethioal point of view. The theory of selfrealization provides a description

of personality more

adequate, both as faot and as ideal*
For Green, the state is not an aggregate

of

self-

seeking Individuals subordinate to a sovereign, ooeroive
foroe,1* It is an organio whole; individuals

are

mem¬

bers* Green uses the analogy of a living body conscious
of its end,-life*2* The end of the state

is to

promote

the common good, the self-realization of its members, Even if a state seems to express the egotism of its foun¬
der dnd ruler, as in the case of Hapoleon, it

is really

an agency for social progress, and represents the strug¬
gle of mankind toward perfection*3* Only when externally
viewed does force appear the basis of the state*The true
basis, as already indicated, is in the social

nature of

the Individual, the will to the oommon good, and mutual
* * * * * * * * % * % * * * « * * * * i* * * * * * * * * % « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1

1,Green: Leotures on the Principles of Political Obllgation, London, Longmans, Green and Co,,1917,p*i39*
£7TE>id.,p.122,
3,Ibid,,p,133•
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re oognit ion of it.
The function of government is not to enforce morali¬
ty, hut to maintain conditions of life making morality pos¬
sible*1, nothing but external aots oan be made matters

of

p

obligation. * Green does not favor paternalistic

govern¬

ment; but, on the other hand, his is not the laissez-faire
attitude, like Bosanquet, he wants"hindranoe of hindrances”
to self-realization. Green’s agitation for prohibition,laa

bor legislation, new land laws, and better schools * show
concretely Just what Green means by providing

the

right

conditions for self-realization. The various institutions
Of our civilization are valuable in sd far as they
this moral end, for an Institution is a material

serve
embodi¬

ment of some purpose in which many minds may find a meet¬
ing place for aotion.4*
Sinoe Green holds that political organization is bas¬
ed on the natural tendency to self-realization in a common
good, it is for all men equally. Hegel retained the
nal aristocratic element in Aristotle’s political

origi¬
theory;

Green transmuted it into democratic principles. Democratic
political organization, to be sure, is in aotuallty diffi**********************************************************

1.lectures on the Principles of Political 0bligation.p.39ff*
2.Ibid.,p.3i. - 3.
W5rEs of T »H« Green* vol. III.T>.374.
4.
Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligat
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oult to maintain, and Green recognizes this* Demooraoy on
a large scale tends to lessen active interest in the oommon weal*1* Belief in democracy nevertheless is a

fonda¬

mental part of Green's political thought* He was a strong
literal and worked for extension of franchise and electo¬
ral reform*2• Greenes views on slavery dearly show

his

democratic nature* He took the Hegelian doctrine that prop¬
erty may consist of all that is a thing to mean that
cannot rightly he the property of men* During the

men

Ameri¬

can Civil War Green ohampioned the cause of the slaves ;hut
he saw that mere emancipation is not freedom, only a step
toward it*3*
Green's attitude toward poverty is another expression
of his democratic tendency* His agitation for faotory leg¬
islation and better land laws shows that he opposed

the

laisses-faire emphasis on freedom of oontraot*^4 State in¬
terference should not weaken the independence of the poor¬
er classes, but should maintain conditions necessary
free development*

64

Green did not patronize the

for

poor, for

he realised the foroe of oiroumstanoes* He emphasized

the

s*****************************]*****************************
l*leotures on the Principles of Political Obligations* 126,
2,Works of T,H.Green,voI,III.p,oxlx,oxxT
Six"Radical Thinkers,p*£48•
5. Ibl(T,",'p,~£ïï3T
4«Works of T,H.Green,vol*III,pp.365-386*

6*ibid;;p.36fcff.—
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importance of common school éducation,and maintained that
it is the true sooial leveler,** Ho individual should

be

merely a passive recipient of the benefits odt citizenship;
he should have opportunity to contribute to the common good
himself. Through civic function the individual gives
pression to his universal nature, thereby achieving

ex¬
oon-

orete self-realization.
In a democratic political theory it is especially im¬
portant to determine the meaning of sovereignty

and

the

function of law* Green does not agree with Spinoza’s con¬
ception of state authority as power; nor does he hold Hob¬
bes’ theory of the leviathan; nor yet looke's idea of su¬
preme state power limited by a legislature

which repre¬

sents the community* The element of permanent value jntbe
thought of Eous8eau, as Green sees it, is in his
tion of the state as representing

concep¬

the general will (vol¬

onté generale)* By Austin sovereignty is plaoed in deter¬
minate persons who can compel obedience.Green combines 1he

definitions of Rousseau and Austin*1
determinate source of law*and is dependent on the body of
influences which make the people obedient,- the

general

will. There is a particular external aspeot of soverelgn********************************************************
1.
2.

Works of T.H.Green.vol.III.pt475.
Leotures on the Principles of Political 0bli

■39

ty in the form of persons and also the broad inner aspect
called the general will* The English government illustrates
Greeks meaning of sovereignty; the king is a merely

ex¬

ternal, but useful, symbol*
Green's views on sovereignty do not form a

finished

dootrine* Bather does their value lie in suggesting a crit¬
ical and synthetic method* and providing material for fur¬
ther thought* The conception of the general will, in par¬
ticular* calls for further development* whioh it

attains

in the philosophy of Bernard Bosan^uet* He gives the gen¬
eral will a fuller and more definite meaning* His work is
in accord with Greenfs aim: examination of the grounds of
political obligation, not description of the nature

and

functions of an ideal government*
Since the states is not an aggregate of individuals
under the coercive power of a sovereign* but an organic unity of members* its raison d'etre is to maintain a

sys¬

tem of rights* whioh gives opportunity for pursuit of the
4

oommon good, the life of self-realization through oivlo
function*

1*

The state does not create rights, but presup¬

poses them; but it is only as a member of society

that

the individual can possess rights*24
********************************************************
1»Six Radical Thinkers» pp4257,258*
2«LeotureB on the Principles of Political Obllgatlon.p«122.
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Hobbes based politioal obligation on agreement to the
sooial contract, a giving up of natural right* For Green,
duties and rights are necessarily correlative and oannot
be dissooiated*^*Hatural right, in the sense of existence
independent of society and not implying duties, is

self-

contradictory, and has no meaning.*’All rights and duties
are natural to man, but not in so far as he is an isolat¬
ed, unsooial, "Robinson Crusoe" individual*

The

sooial nature of morality is among

basio prin¬

Green's

deeply

ciples .Duties and rights are a necessary means for the in¬
dividual to make the common good his own and attain selfrealization*
The last part of the Leotures on the Principles of
Political Obligation gives a disoussion of the system of
rights and duties, necessary for self-realization*

This

section reveals closer similarity between Green's

poli¬

tioal writings and Hegeïâ Philosophy of Right than

does

any other part* Green's work lacks the symmetry resulting
from Hegel's dialectical movement* There is also

a dif¬

ference in general tone, due perhaps, to the widely
vergent politioal environment of the

di¬

two thinkers* But

both have their source in the Aristotelian dictum: man

j*******************************************************
1*Lecturea on the Principles of Politioal Obligation*
5
pp*41-40.

-41is by nature a rational, soolal being. Each represents a
different aspeot of the same idea.

In the

language

of

Green, Hegel's position would be that the common good is
self-realization, while Green would assert self-realizatlon
is the common good.
1
'

*

Hegel would not ask, as does Green: has the citizen
rights against the state?^ For him

such a question would

be self-oontradlotory and meaningless.

In Green we find

an echo of this same attitude; the state, we
is a complex of social relations out of
rise.1

are

told*

which rights a-

*

The individual as such
O

state, unless in the interest of the state.

This qual¬

ification which Green introduces shows his belief in the
Importance of personal initiative.
well as for the people.

Government is by as

But as to just

how

individual

action against the state in the interest of the state is
to be determined, Green is not very clear. Community con¬
science would be a faotor of importance.

At

any

rate

such action would never be a right, but a duty.3 Duty is
more fundamental than- rights, whloh are never

ends

themselves.

possible,

While duty to violate a right is

in

%%%*%*************$***%***%*%********%%%*******%***%****
1. leotures on the Principles of Political
a, "TfW"

p. 143-146.

I—"* "

2* Ibid., p. 146-148.
3. TBT3., p. 148,149.

Obligation,

» ——wwiuiwil mai «■■i ■! —11—i—■■■

—'
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there oan "be no right to Tiolate a duty.

This emphasis

on duty shows the influence of Kant: there is

nothing

paramount to law.1

2 3

Green's discussion of rights is not, strlotly speak¬
ing, political philosophy, hut tather sooial ethics*
reflects very clearly the humanitarian

and

movements of the early nineteenth century.

It

demooratio
The right to

life and liberty is fundamental; it belongs to all alike,
since it is founded on the innate capacity for member2
ship in a society.
The very nhture of personality im¬
plies the right to free life.

Such

assertion may

seem

commonplace to us,but, as Green points out, life and li¬
berty have not always been respected as rights.
Greek city-states, which prove more
other what sooiety oan do for the

In the

strikingly than any
individual,

only

small citizen olass had the right to life and liberty.

a

5

In particular, the frequency of the death penalty and the
practice of exposing infants to die show the lack of any
recognition of the abstract right to live. The treatment
of slaves and artisans exhibits no recognition of
right to liberty.

Through the development

of

man's

Roman e-

********************************************************
I
1.
p.
2.
3.

Lectures on the Prlnoiples of Politloal Obligation,
163.
Ibid., p. 155, 156.
Works of T.H.Green, Yol* III, p. 371.
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equallty before the law and the Christian idea of univer¬
sal brotherhood,the right to free life has oome to be a
recognized one* Green was interested in

Cromwell's com¬

monwealth because it showed a desire to see the right to
free life made more secure and government mare democratic.
Since our ultimate standard of worth is an ideal of
personal worth and all values are personal

in nature1-*,

bare recognition of the right to live is not enough; full
self-realization is the ideal*
condition of the development

Society is the necessary
of

personality*

p

It

is

founded on mutual interest in self-realization; each re¬
cognizes the other

as

an end in himself

and treats him

as such.3. Society can not use the individual as a mere
means to a good not his own, or the whole meaning of so¬
cial-political organization is lost*

Recognition of and

participation in a common, shareable

good is essential.

Real morality lies in devotion to the ideal of perfection
for all humanity. *Man can not contemplate himself as Jn
a better state, or on the way to the best, without con¬
templating others, not merely a means
state, but as sharing it with him.

fi

to
This

that

better

involves the

a**************:?****************************************
l.Prolegomena to
2*Ibid*,P*215^
5.1515*, p.218.
4*Ibid.,p.225.
5.Ibid*,p*229.

Sthics, p.210.
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duty of establishing the conditions making possible the
practical exercise of the system of rights and

duties,

which are the concrete aspect of self-realization*
War makes impossible the fulfillment of the ethical
function of the state, for it is a great violation of the
basic condition of human well being,-the right to live.1*
Regardless of the nature of the cause, the motive of the
instigators, and the end in view, war is always

wrong*

Green admits that it may develop virtues, be waged

for

freedom,and mean great progress,but still reiterates that
it is wrong, for it is a negation of the right to live*2*
He finds no grounds for holding that the state's

right

to war is irrespective of effeot on people*3*Hegel lack¬
ed Green's
right

humanitarian spirit; to him the individual's

to live

is a petty matter

in contrast

to

the

interest of the state* Green denies that a wrong oan be
made good in a higher right.

4

War is nowise necessary.

There is no real oonfliot between states,nor between in¬
dividuals; the loss of one cannot be the gain of another
for the supreme good is an essentially shareable good.In
his

advocacy

of peace, Green is

no sentimental paoi-

**********************************%*%**********%*******
l.Cf.Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation t
p*162.
2 * lbid *,pp.168,169.
4.Ibid.,p.173.
3.1bid*,pp.l73ff.

45fist, tout regards it as the necessary condition of unim¬
peded intercourse, free trade, and all the relations
which make possible the ethical function of a state. War
has no advantages, either for states or individuals: all
suffer in the end* Green&appreciatlpn of the economic aspeot of war is entirely laoking in Hegel, to whom war is
hut the inevitable struggle for political supremacy.Green
presents the optimistic, humanitarian aspect of the prob¬
lem. War is regarded as a result of some defect

in state

organization, or of arrested development in the

stage of

4

feudal strife*1* Under a democratic, representative govern¬
ment, passionless impartiality should bring about en abate¬
ment of national jealousies.
Green maintains that lack of war would not

destroy

patriotism, but would give it a constructive instead of (de¬
structive meaning. The publio spirit of good oitlzenship,
interest in the common good, self-realization

of

human

personality,-these should inspire the true patriotism**’
It finds expression in enlightened national activities ,
rather than international combat, mediation by disinter¬
ested governments through an international court
ed

compos¬

of representatives of independent states is suggested

*********************************************************
l*Cf*Leotnros on tbo Prinolploo of Politloal Obligation*

pp. 173717 s;im

£»fl>ia*,pp>m:rTg:—
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by Green as being a dream which may come to be realized.1.
The logio of the whole discussion rests on the

idea of

the universal nature of man and the conception of

com¬

mon good. Green*s treatment of war, as the negation

of

the right to life, is a very valuable part of Green's po¬
litical philosophy, and shows most clearly his

advanoe

beyond Hegel*
Another problem of importance is crime and punish¬
ment* The right to liberty and its corresponding

duty

to respect the liberty of others are negated in

crime,

which is interference with the possibility of free aotion contributory to social good. * Henoe the state's
right to punish* Here Green attempts to combine the el¬
ements of truth in the retributive, preventive, and re*
formatory theories, punishment represents community oaor
demnation* There should be no desire for vengeance or
retaliation on the part of society; nor attengt to make
the punishment fit the crime in a quantitative

way*

These are the bad aspects of the retributive theory.Tba
important fact in crime is that the system of

rights

has been violated; punishment is the

outcome

natural

l*Leotures on the Principles of Political Obligation,
p.rTT
2.Ibid..P.180.

.
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of tills violation in a moral society*** This the crimi¬
nal should recognize* Punishment has an important

pre¬

ventive function: the association of terror with wrong
doing reduces crime* But it is obviously difficult to de¬
termine the proper proportion of terror to crime to se¬
cure an effective result* Green realizes this, for

he

says punishment must he reformatory in order to be tru¬
ly preventive.2* The criminal must see that the punish¬
ment is his own act returning on himself, the

inevita¬

ble outcome in a society governed by the conception

of

rights* * Such realization should bring a sense of shame
which is the moral rebirth*Like Hegel, Green main¬
tains that the criminal has rights as a moral being* It
is for the rights of the oriminal, as well as those of
other people, that punishment is necessary; it

empha¬

sizes his responsibility for his acts* If he were

not

a moral being, he would not be responsible, and theref&or
not liable to punishment*
Green recognized that no a priori orlterion of Just
punishment is possible* All depends on the Justioe of the
* * * * * * * ** * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** * * V ** * * * * *** ** * * * * * * * *
l.leotures on the Principles of Political Obligation,
p*104ff.
2*Ibid*,p*187*
3*151^.,P.186,1S7*
4«Ibid*,p.205.
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general system

of rights maintained; has it given

the
*

oriminal a fair ohanoe of not being a criminal? Extenu¬
ating oiroumstanoes must he oonsidered in the determina¬
tion of punishment; although this is dangerous, for

it

tends to lessen punishment and thereby weaken its preven¬
tive function through the association of crime and fear*
The true principle of oriminal law is that punishment
should be aooording to the importance of the crime vio¬
lated and the degree of terror necessary to prevent its
repetition***Some branches of right, civil injuries,are
causes only for redress and need no association with ter¬
ror* On the other hand, the death penalty or life

im¬

prisonment are justified, but only when there is need of
association with the most extreme terror, or when

the

oriminal shows permanent incapacity for rights*2*

Psy¬

chologically speaking, it is doubtful whether brutal
and terrifying punishment have the desired effect on fee
general public; perhaps it might be the very reverse*
Green's treatment of crime is in harmony with his
view of the function of the state as maintaining

the

1

oonditions necessary for self-realization in a

common

*******************************************************
l*Leotures on the Principles of Political Obligation*

P.T97I
2

*I£id*,p* 203*

49good. It shows the negative side of state action to pro¬
mote moralty. But, while Green recognizes the faotor of
oircumstances, such as hunger or bad sooial

environment

making for criminality, there is only slight recognition
of the innate mental defects of the criminal as a deter¬
mining faotor.
War and punishment are negations of the right to life
and liberty. The state must deal with them

adequately ,

but positive means to good citizenship are also very ne¬
cessary. Green's strong belief in the right of the state
to promote morality is shown in his deep interest in the
sooial problems of his day: elementary education, health,
housing, labor, and accumulation of landed property.
does not consider it within the scope of political

He
phil-

ospphy to disouss these problems, but from his treatment
of property and the family we may form some idea of the
positive means necessary for self-realization.
Property implies permanent possession recognized as
a right, an expression of will. It is not for mere satis¬
faction of animal want, but for object if ioat ion

of

the

individual's conception of good.1. Self-expression,

not

mere external possession, is the essence of property*Gen********************************************************
1.Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation,
pp.212,213*
'

60eral recognition of the property right is neoessary.Tïhat
real basis has the right? Green examines contract, ori¬
ginal pact and sovereign power, and labor,

and

finds

these inadequate solutions. The true basis is in therigtrb
to free life and in the fact that property is "realized
will". The ethical aspect of property is emphasized; it
shows the common will of all men to a common good;

it

serves social welfare by acting as a means for self-real¬
ization.
Green realizes that modern economic conditions tend
to make ethical functions of property very theoretic.fbene
are no means to realizes the right to property* How

to

provide the necessary conditions? IH the oase of English
landlordism, legal restraint is neoessary. Green strongly
favored land laws protecting the Irish tenants and small
farmers in general. Both the individual and the

common

good are here at stake, for land is a publio commodity.1,
lack of land improvement and the oustom of game-preserv¬
ing shows that landlordism is against the publio interest1
The state should have the right to compel sale.

Although

Green opposed landlordism, he was not a socialist; he nev¬
er attacked the ownership of land as a principle.2* It Is
********%*%***#****%%***%ft******************************
l.üorks of T.H.Green,vol.Ill,pp.377-381.
2.Six Radical Thlnkers,p«263.
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only when possession diminishes the power of others

to

live for a common good that property becomes theft.^All
rights, that of property included, must serve an

ethi¬

cal purpose, for they are not ends in themselves.
Green's ideas on capital and labor further

illus¬

trate his treatment of property. He realized that labor
is a peculiar sort of commodity and needs protective legislation*

4

fhe great inequality of fortunes is

due to
3

the freedom of bequest and the freedom of trade.
a necessary consequence;

It is

of thewthat possession must be

unequal. Free trade serves public good as well as indiv¬
idual good; freedom of bequest is neoessary.4*Does this
mean that Green favors unlimited wealth on one hand and
a powerless proletariat on the other? It does not, for
the increased wealth of one man does not naturally mean
the diminished wealth of another.4* Green does

not de¬

sire to abolish capitalism, but to make it universal.Lab¬
orers should form societies for the investment

of sav-

5
ings; they should be capitalists on a small scale. They

* *** * * * % * * * * * * * * * He * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** % * * * % * * * * * * ** * * ** ** ** *

1.
Works of T.H.Green,vol.Ill,p.oliv. •
Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation,p.22&
2.
Work3 of T.H.Green,vol.IIÏ.p.Sv1
3.
Lectures on the Principles of Political Ob
p.22l.
4.Ibid.,p.222,pp.223,224.
5.ITO.. p.225.
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should not "be kept on the level of starvation*
efficiency of the laboring descendants from the

The low
serfs

and the special privileges of the propertied class
not necessarily connected with the right to

are

property,

labor legislation should be enacted, for speoial control
over the exercise of property rights is very necessary?*
Green favors reform, but on a conservative basis, hence
he is both a radical and a conservative. He held

that

striking at property itself is striking at the roots of
society; for property is a valuable and necessary means
of self-realization.
Family life is the other great means to the reali¬
zation of the right to life and liberty; it gives our
natural social tendency opportunity fbr expression* Green
holds that only the monogamous family fulfills this fac¬
tion.2* It is an institution of gradual growth.Like prop¬
erty, the family is based on appropriation as an effort
to give reality to a conception of the good.

5

‘Man iden¬

tifies his own welfare with that of the family;the spir¬
it of communism is fundamental. Family rights end olalms
are not based on the idea of contract,but on the possi¬
bility of self-realization in a common good,which is the
* * * * % * * * * % * * % * * ♦ * * * ** * * * * * * * * »P afc * * * * * afc % * ** * * % * * * % * * $ * * * *

l«Cf.Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation,
p.229. 2. Ibid. ,pp. 255-2&Ô. 3. Ibid*,p.253.
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aim of the whole society as well* Green realizes the se¬
riousness of the problem of divorce, and declares

that

only sooial disapprobation and emphasis on the religious
element in marriage oan be effective faotors in its

so¬

lution* Divorce courts should have large discretion

al¬

lowed them; the interests of the ohildren must be

made

paramount*
Green closes his Lectures on the Principles of
lit loal Obligation with a discussion of the close

Po¬
rela¬

tion of rights and virtues* Sooial ethics is Greens fi¬
nal thought* All virtues are really sooial, he tells us.1
They are dispositions to contribute to the social

good

through the powers we have a right to possess* Rights are
correlative to duties or obligations; both are the means
to virtue, the life of self-realization in the common
good* Legal enforcement of morality is impossible*The so¬
oial and political institutions, which are the

expres¬

sion of our innate capacity for social good, are

the

means ofrre&llzing concretely the ideal moral llfe*The
life of good citizenship is true self-realization*
is only through consideration of the civic aspect

It
of

morality, the sooial nature of Green's ethics, that we
%*****%**%%*******************************************
l*Leoture8 on the Principles of Political 0bllgatlon*TQÆ4l»
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realise the fall significance of his contribution to po¬
litical theory.The notion of the state dominates Hegel's
philosophy of right; the final thought of Green's

poli¬

tical theory is perfection of character or self-realization.Both theories are based on the same fundamental idea:
tha identity of the individual good and the common good.

Ill*
The political philosophy of contemporary idealism
finds expression in the work of Bernard Sosanguet+He is
no mere disciple of the Heo-Hegelian doctrine, but rein¬
terprets afresh the classical origins of the theory*The
ancient truths of Greek political thought are brought in¬
to the light of recent social and political

phenomena;

the elements of value in Kousseau, Hegel, and Green are
elicited anew to play their part in modern political -the¬
ory; old commonplaces of social wisdom are invested with
fresh meaning*
The artificial and unwieldy arohiteo^tonio of Heg•lian speeoh is replaced in Bosan^uet by gentler grada¬
tions without loss of logical rigor. Wealth of allusion
and illustration colors and enlivens the abstract

con¬

cepts; a deep and broad literary oulture and a keen sense
of artistio value, a Platonic genius for

perceiving in

oonorete human experience the reflection of universal ideas, an exposition at once clear and animated,-all these
contribute to make Bosanquet ' 8 style one of rare distinc¬
tion in contemporary philosophical literature* It is the
ideas of the past , rather than the old terminology that
have gone into the making of his thought ; he is never the
grammarian or commentator*
The historical-critical method, so common among all
Heo-Hegelians, is the starting point of Bosanquet’s
litical philosophy* In his important hook in this

po¬
field,

The Philosophical Theory of the State* he refers to his
view as the classical theory of the state, and says that
there is no sound political philosophy which is not

an

embodiment of Plato’s conception* Modern experience

can

*

only serve to strengthen and modify the ancient

theory,

and cannot possibly ignore it*1, Bosanquet realizes dlearly this spiritual inheritance from Plato, Aristotle,Rous¬
seau, Kant, Hegel, Green, Wallaoe, and Bradley* It is on¬
ly on the basis of the tradition represented by these 1hinkers, sane and profound students of oivilized life, that
the interpretation of recent state development oan be un¬
derstood*

****** I****************************************%%***%*%%*
1.Bernard Bosan^uet: The Philosophical Theory of the State,
Maomillan and Company, London,second edition,l9lo,pxxxix.
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Political theory presupposes not only a historical
hut also an ethical foundation*

Bosanquet’s two series

of Gifford lectures ‘form an indispensable introduction
to his philosophical theory of the state*The nature and
value of the individual is the central problem, the solu¬
tion of which has most vital bearing on political thougit.
like Green, Bosanquet ppposes the view that man is a selfexistent, isolated being*

.

2

Distinctions and limitations

as legal persons are merely de faoto* Beneath the exter¬
nality of these practical facts there are indications of
an underlying unity not generally recognized* Bosanquet
does not deny the empirical aspect, for he calls

man a

finite-infinite creature* It is the aim of philosophy to
reoognize different degrees of value, reality, complete¬
ness, and coherence* True individuality is logical selfoompletedness, or in other words, the

common self

real will* Han is not in reality what

he is as a

or
mat¬

ter of faot* Every individual is a universal law expres¬
sed in a set of connected functions* The infinite, uni*

versai element is our real nature, the

aspiring ethical-

****************************%****%*********************
1*Bernard Bosanquet: The Principle of Individuality and
Value, Macmillan and Company, London, 1912*
Bernard Bosanquet: The Value and Destiny of the Indi¬
vidual, Macmillan and Company, London, 1915.
2*The Philosophical Theory of the State,p.xxvll*
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social self, which cannot be abstracted from natural hu¬
man relations with others*
Bosanquet realizes clearly the interdependence
ethics and politics*

of

The very conceptions of the indi¬

vidual and the state are necessarily correlativeThe
very genesis of individuality, that process of soul-mak-

.

2

ing in the universe, involves the environment

of minds

in an organized social medium as an essential factor,Only thus is he all that he oan be.

3

Just as the state re¬

veals the real nature of the individual as a self-trans¬
cendent being,the meaning of the state is also in terms
of individuality* like Plato, Bosanquet

holds that the

state is a greater self, the individual writ large* The
good life, that which most completely realizes human ca¬
pacity, is the aim of the state*Polltioal activity guid¬
ed by ethical purpose is the frequently recurring reflcaln
of Bosanquet's whole theory* The state is both the

em¬

bodiment of, and the means to, the better self*
Ethics and politics are permeated with the

social

point of view, which serves to show them as elements of
a larger, more adequate theory,"the true social philoso-

s*******************************************************
l»The Philosophical Theory of the State,p*180*
2*Value and Destiny of -the Individual,p*80-91*
3*Cf*The Prlnoiple of Individuality “and Yalue1p*31g,
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phy", which ia Bosanquet's real aim.1* Consideration of
the oonoepta state and society show

the deeply

sooial

nature of his thought.These terms are treated as almost

2
convertible* The state simply means society as a unit* *
It is the whole complex of lives

and activities consid¬

ered as the body, of which the mere legal and political
fabric is the framework.
Bpsanquet'a frequent use
cial sciences again shows

of material from the so¬

clearly the social aspect of

his thought*Politics is the expression of reason in the
relations of man to man* Sociology and social-political
philosophy have a oomraon source, though

they

differ in

method and aim.Philosophical thought is of something as
a whole and for its own sake in order to

see

its full

3.
meaning in the general scheme of the universe.This phil¬
osophical purpose and the

historioal-oritioal

method

have fallen into disrepute in France today.Through Durkheinfe

influence in the Sorbonne a psychological

soci¬

ology using the method of natural science has gained docninance. * This condition Bosanquet deplores*

Political

theory and sooial science are only converse aspects

of

*%***********%**%****%******$**%******%****%%%*%*%**%
l*The Philosophical Theory of the State,p.vii.
■a.iMdTrp.i*
3.Bernard Bosanquet: Social and International Ideals,
Macmillan and Company,London, 191*7,p.30,
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the same body of experience,-the life of the individual
in society. Philosophy gives significance

to sociology;

sociology vitalizes philosophy*^*
Bosanquet's treatment of oharity and casework is of
great significance* Charity requires not merely good wUl,
but also a keen eye for facts and a sense of values.The
results must be judged by the response elicited,*the re¬
habilitation of those helped, not by the intentions

of

the giver. Casework is an engine of social improvement*
The ecclesiastical tradition of almsgiving, which pauper¬
ized the poor, is sharply distinguished from modern phil¬
anthropy. Social casework is not a matter of individual
generosity, but of highly organized public policy execu¬
ted by specially trained persons* A wider idea of poli*
tioal aotivity and a more precise oonoeption of oharity
is necessary. Political theory should not deal merely
with the technique of political, machinery,

nor on

the

other hand with vague ideals* To unite fundamentally
sound theories and efficient practice is Bosanquet's aim.
For him idealism means not a magic spell or escape from
3.
the world, but understanding and conquest of the world*
*******************************************************
1.The Philosophical Theory of the State,p.51»
•2.Sooial and International Ideals,p.109.
3.Ibid..p.87.

60Our ideal must be neither to sustain evil nor to ignore
it, but to comprehend and transmute it*1*
Social problems inevitably involve

economic prob¬

lems; Bosanquet's discussion of property, ownership and
management is given in the form

of an

exposition

and

o

criticism of popular collectivism.

According to

that

view,all property which is a means of production should
be owned exclusively by the public organized as the state.
All stores would be owned

by the government, as is the

case with the British army and navy stores; all employ¬
ees would form an immense civil service«Property would
consist

only of objects

of consumption, not those

production* Personal necessities

of

would not be involved.

"Bo private production of commodities.for profit" would
be the great slogan. BoBanquet undertakes a critioism of
the principles of this view. The mere difficulty of tran¬
sition to such a scheme of things he does not consider a
fundamental objection.* The real problem of property con¬
sists in the relation between ownership and management.
Modern industry has produced absentee ownership. Public
ownership would not solve the difficulty.

The gulf be¬

tween ownership and management would remain;individuals
*****************$*************************************
1.Social and International Ideals>p.lOO»
2.Ibid.,pp.£ll~22^.

61must In the end manage 'business* Bosanquet

sees no real

change in the relations of capital and labor or mitiga¬
tion of wage slavery resulting from collectivism. Commu¬
nity ownership would simply shift the difficulty to the
field of management*
It is held by some tthat trade-unions organized as
industrial managing units should be formed and recogniz¬
ed. Bosanquet distrusts any such theory of

direct mass

action, thinking that this method used hy the laboring
class would tend to annihilate the state.^nevertheless,
if ownership and management must be separate,whioh seems
a necessary stage of development,, self-government of lao

bor is a necessity.

Bosanquet's whole contention

is

that ownership and management should be one,but that no
forcible reunion is possible. He adyooates

no

radioal

program or magio formula. like Hegel and Green, he

up¬

holds the ethical argument for property as a means of ex¬
pressing the individual will*3,There must be power

of

moulding the material world in the servioe of ideas. A
being with no property

has so far no actual will.Fur¬

thermore, provision of working capital for enterprise Is

ft********************************************%*********
l.Sooial and International Ideals,pp.226-229.

2.iB'ia:,p*s3$.
5.Ibid.,p.224.
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a social function; the investment market is a necessity
for collecting such capital*

là

Bosanquet realizes

his

acceptance of the traditional attitude toward property*
Perhaps, he suggests, the true reactionaries are

those

who plan future programs, which are of course necessari¬
ly based on ideas of the past* Social progress is
large and deep and concrete to be contained in any

too
one

ideal*
During the discussion of property, an old and ever
important problem emerges, viz* the nature of justice*
In the light of Bosanquet's close Intellectual relation
with Plato, it is very fitting that our consideration of
the fundamental conceptions of Bosanquet's political -the¬
ory* should begin with justice, whioh is the very basis of
all social dealing. There are two sorts of injustice :
breaking an admittedly just rule or law, and

having an

unjust law, one which breaks itself. All attempts at jus¬
tice presuppose the element of law, universal rule, the
very existence of whioh indicates the common quality in
all individuals* If all Individuals were merely the same,
equality would be the basis of justice. But individuals
have elements of both sameness and difference. All

are

*%*%*%*%%**%%******%***%*****$**%******%****%**%%***%*%
l.Sooial and International Ideals.p.240*
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equal in haying the principle of self-government,freedom,
reason, hut also have obvious inequalities

of

nature.

Just rules must fit the individual ease. Justice based on
proportion is a more adequate idea. But the question arises: to just what shall justice be proportional,moral
excellence, contributions to public good, or capacity fbr
acquisition? Perhaps justice should be proportional

to

the necessities needed by the individual for realization
of his capacities. Each person has his own role in

the

whole of society to play; the law of justioe is that he
should have and be what his special part demands. Ethi¬
cally speaking, Jxistioe involves both the individual's
right and duty to the best life,-to the realization

of

his possibilities.As a purely political concept,justioe
is more limited, for. the state cannot direotly enforce
the best life. It oan only act as an ultimate arbiter
and regulator of claims, and provide the necessary con¬
ditions for such a life. Ideal justioe is embodied

in

the whole social system.
Justioe is, in a word, what the state gives the in¬
dividual; patriotism is what the individual gives

the

state* Both these ethical-3ocial concepts are essential
to Bosanquet's political theory* Like justice, patriot¬
ism involves the universal element in man's nature,his
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sense of a common life, of the self of the whole.

The

very root of our moral being is in the spirit and

du-

ties of citizenship.

*1

like Green, Bosanquet emphasizes

patriotism as inherently positive and peaceful,

not as

mere military lust* national strength rather than mili¬
tary predominance is the ideal* The sense of daily duty,
the law-abiding spirit, is true patriotism; it is

finer

to live for a cause than to die for it* Patriotism

im¬

plies not sacrifice external to the self, but rservice
which gives expression to the innermost nature of the In»
dividual* loyalty to one's country means loyalty to the
highest values of life, the best ideas of humanity and
devotion to their servioe.2* There is no real conflict be¬
tween patriotism and our duty to humanity, for

the na-

rz

tion is the instrument of humanitarianism

; it embodies

the great eternal values which are shareable,

and por¬

trays the common self.
The idea of a common self and real will, of which
the state is expression, is the metaphysical basis o6f„
Bosanguet's political thought* Faith in such a self and
will underlyingjthe apparent, isolated self and its acJ*******************************************************
l.Sooial and International Ideals,p.16.
2.lbid7,"p.S5^
3. Ib id., p. 15.
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tual, empirical will is considered to be the foundation
of all sound theory and good practice. Bosan<iuet
plausibility for the existence of such a will

finds

in the

fact that people seldom demand what they really want'î’ifcjs
is not to say that the real will is a psychological re¬
ality directly experienced. Bather must it be held as a
purely logioal concept, which is elicited Item experience
by oritioal analysis and is shown to be a necessary and
universal presupposition underlying the actual, empiri¬
cal will. Likewise with the concept of the common

self*

Both are logically necessary ideas* In the concept

of

the common self the hostile relations of individuals as
isolated beings disappear; in the real willtthe negative
relations of the self to law and order are overcome.Laws,
institutions, all that is government, is possible

only

because man has a rational real will beneath the

cong

flioting tendencies of his empirical, actual will. *The
state is the embodiment of the real will and the expres¬
sion of the common self.
It is only in the light of such a theory that
problem of self-government can be solved.

the

Philosophers

holding an atomistic view of the self can only

regard

***********%********************ft********%**%%%********

1*The Philosophical Theory of the State.T>. 118*
2.Ibid.jp.122.
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self-government as an Inexplicable paradox: how can

a

self he both social and individual in nature? Sinoe the
same principles are at the root of all political organ4

ization, individualist have great difficulty
ing for the existence of government at all*
sooiety is only an artificial aggregate

in aooountFor

them

of discrete,

separate individuals in external relation*Government no¬
tion constrains individuals; all laws are evils*

Only

a negative view of government results; consistently an
individualist would desire to have as little of it

as

possible, or perchance, none at all* Yet the

of

fact

government remains, though it is an enigma*
Bosanquet's comprehensive analysis of the self in¬
volving the conceptions of the oommon self and real will,
gives grounds for a more adequate treatment of

govern¬

ment. Man is by nature a political being* Self and gov¬
ernment, though often in apparent oonfliot, are

really

manifestations of the same principles in different
dia*^** True individuality does not consist of an

me¬

impen¬

etrable isolation, but rather of a constant flow of give
and take

within the social whole. Bo not minimize

but

rather maximize and enrich the concept of individuality:

******************ft**************$***%*%*%*****%%%*%**%
l»Cf*The Philosophical Theory of the State,p*64ff*
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this is Bosanquet's meaning*^"* In the light of the com¬
plex nature of the self, self-government heoomes Intelligible. *It is simply a system by which we ourselves in
the universal, rational sense
ordinary

govern ourselves in the

sense*s‘Politieal obligation and liberty

quire new meaning in the light of such a conception
government* Ho longer is loyalty to the state

aoof

mere en¬

forced allegiance, nor is liberty measured by the pauci¬
ty of restraints* Citizens uphold law and order because

4
they are the greatest instruments

of self affirmation.

Government is the expression of man's real nature;obli¬
gations are opportunities, not compulsions*
not a lack of obligations, but rather

liberty is

an obligation to

C

be free, to be yourself.‘The source of the

individual¬

ist's negative idea of freedom is found in his unjusti¬
fiable separation of rights and duties and in his arti¬
ficial, external conception of sovereignty*

Bosanquet

sees the necessary oorrelativity and interdependence of
rights and duties, of liberty and obligation*

For him,

sovereignty is not arbitrary authority of a Header,body
*******************************************************
l*The Philosophical Theory of the State.pp.183,184.
2*Cf« Ibid.,p.101*
3 • lb icTTTp* 127 •
4.1bîî.,p.127.

5*TbTc[*,pp*95,128,146*
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of persons, or whole aggregate of individuals,but is the
i

exercise of the real will through political organization.
The very nature of the self logically

implies

the

state; it is eternally necessary and universal*There must
be a state wherever there is a group of

human

beings,

since, as Hegel has taught us, the state represents dif¬
ferentiations of the single human spirit.1,Political or¬
ganization makes manifest the rational, ethical

will to

realization of human capacity in the best life.Aside from
the metaphysical nature and ethical purpose is the prob¬
lem of structure; how can a will be embodied in the state?
Bosanquet opposes the theory that the state is a mere ag¬
gregate of isolated selves. Association is an inadequate
description of the state, for that type of connection im¬
plies nothing intimate or essential in the relation of the
members* Their relation is only incidental, based on chan¬
ced juxtaposition or superficial quality: they would not
be seriously affected if separated. The idea of organiza¬
tion represents a higher stage of relation, and gives

a

better clue to the structure of the state. It implies

a

necessary relation of individuals, a fundamental connec¬
tion between them. The organized whole attains an

indi-

*****************************%********%*****************
1.Social and International Ideals,p.275, and
The Philosophical Theory of the State,p.3.

viduality of its own, whioh is the manifestation

of the

real nature of the individual members*The state is a struc¬
ture of this sort; it is not a heterogenious association
of isolated elements*
Bosanquet in his organio theory of the state rather
reverts to the Platonic idea of the state as the individual writ large.

‘ Self-consciousness is a higher

type of

reality than merely a living body* Just as the mind is an
organisation of ideas and experiences in apperoipient mass¬
es, the state is a vast tissue of systems all working in
harmony

as organs of

sooial group

a single pervading life. *

or institution has a corresponding

Every
system

of ideas. Mind and sooiety are really the same fabric rett

garded from different points of view. * The state

is

a

greater self*
Bosanquet's doctrine of the state as an organized
whole embodying the real will or communal mind is carica¬
tured as state absolutism.4*The relation of state
dividual is misunderstood; its ethical purpose

to in-'

is over¬

looked. The state is a moral, responsible being.lt would
be contradictory to say that the state is responsible,yet
*******%****%*%%%%****%**%%*%*********%*%*%****%********
l.The Philosophical Theory of the State,p.154*

2*lb£3."7pp.l6&,I^*
3.1513.,pp.170,65.
4*Sooial and International Ideals,p.271.

70not a moral being* It has a conscience, whioh

is always

right, hut must be led by an enlightened judgment*

Bet¬

ter adjustment and maintenance of rights, as the

condi¬

tion of the good life, is the

within

internal funotion

the state* *lot less ofganization, but more organization,
is the remedy.
like Green, Bosanquet holds that every law and

in¬

stitution, all that is society, must be Judged by the de¬
gree in which it sets at liberty a growth

of

mind

and

spirit. Government cannot enforce such realization of hu¬
man oapaoity, for the promotion of morality by compulsion
is self-oontradiotory. It can only provide the neoessary
conditions for it* Life of the community may be external¬
ly influenced by injunction and prohibition, or by remov¬
ing obstacles. It is really by this last method of nega¬
tion of negations, the destruction of hostile circumstan¬
ces, or"hindrance"df hindrances", that the state achieves
its positive moral function.1
Rights are claims reoognized by society and enforced
by the state; they have both legal and moral aspeot&Mere
desire for arbitrary action by ah individual is never the
****%*****%*3|cÿ*i|c***a|M|t*****$*%j|'*%****%****%****i|c**%***%**

1. Soolal and Internatlonal Ideals,p.279,and
The Phllosophioal Theory of the State,p.121.
2*Sooial and International Ideals,p.277.
3.The Philosophical Theory of the State,p.2Qg*

*
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basis for a right: recognition is an essential

-

element.

Eights may be regarded^from the point of view of the or¬
ganic whole of outward conditions necessary for the rat¬
ional lifef or from the viewpoint of the selves who con¬
stitute the community. They are the

fundamental

traits

of the .common self, delineations of the action of Hie real
will, and must find ooncrete expression in actual living
conditions if the real nature of the self is to be real¬
ized.
The institutions of society embody ethioal purpose;
they realize the rights and obligations implied

in the

real will.Yet they also have a more obvious, empiricallasis in natural sentiments and human relations.

Bosan-

guet's description of social life centers about three in¬
stitutions, the family, the neighborhood ( or district),
and the class. The influence of Hegel*s
right is here more clear than that of

philosophy

of

Plato's theory of

three classes. The family has its empirical

source

in

the faot of parenthood and necessity for maintaining the
well-being of the members, but its real meaning as an in¬
stitution is more thah this. It gives direction and pur¬
pose to the lives of its members. Family

aotivity is an

opportunity for expression of man's ethioal nature.Property and state protection are necessarily implied by the

72family.
neighborhood, or distriot, indicates a higher stege
of the organization of conditions necessary for the best
life than was represented in the family. Every looality
is a potential neighborhood, i.e.. a body having a mind
which reflects all the necessary elements

of society.

It involves personal contact relations but not necessa¬
rily blood relations. The neighborhood as a social unit
is a microcosm of humanity which colors our whole range
of feelings and attitudes, - all that

is

personality.

Bosantpiet's concept of olass, the first
tion, is perhaps not so dear as those of

institu¬

family

and

of neighborhood. By it he means not a group

determined

by birth, property, or narrow occupational

limits,bht

rather a body in which we are

,

called out for distinot-

2
ive service.

Individuality finds both concrete expres¬

sion and stimulus to further development in the fact of
vocational servioe.

Bradley's theory of " My

Station

and Its Duties ” is closely related to Bosanquet's view
of the institution of class. Both are the means of par¬
ticularizing the moral system, of realizing myself as a
*******************************************************
1. The Philosophical Theory of the State.p.200
2,
îb£4.-,pp.Slèff.

3#Ibid#9pp•314|315#
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member of the community. In fulfilling the duties of my
station I become a real, functioning element in the whole,
a complete heart-beat in the moral system.^For Bradley
the community is the ultimate whole, for Bosanquet it is
the state. In the state, family, neighborhood,and class
find their real significance by contribution to concrete
realization of the individual's best life.
Although rational will and common good, not compul¬
sion, is the raison d'etre of the state and its institu¬
tions, force as a mean3 of repelling force
right is justifiable*2* Force is the state's

opposed

to

ultimate

resouroe for the maintenance of r ight a. Reward r and pun¬
ishments are a superior type of force, a necessary part
of the social machinery. It serves not to produce moral
action, but to protect the system of rights in society,
which is the necessary condition of morality. The

use

of rewards and honors, so common in ancient Greece,finds
but small place in the modern world. Punishment is the
important type of superior force we must consider.
Durkheim'8 view is that punishment is the reaction
of collective sentiment against an

act which offends

it. Significant, however, is the purpose of punishment,
******************************************************
liF.H.Bradley: Ethloal Studies» G.E.Stechert and Co.,
London, Anastatic reprint of Ï876 editim,1911,pl47,163.
2.The Philosophical Theory of the State,p.l91*
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rather than its general nature • Bosanquet treats brief¬
ly each of the olassio theories.

It is interesting to ob¬

serve that, according to Bosanquet, the reformatory aim,
jUe.,punishment is to make the offender good, is an ear¬
ly view, whioh really implies that the criminal is inoapable of guilt, not morally responsible.1
with which he is afflicted. The retributory view, on the
other hand, holds that such a theory is an insult to the
criminal as a human being. He has violated the system of
rights and has a will hostile to the common good,yet the
reality of individuality endures: man must be treated as
a moral being. Punishment ds a right of the individual,
as Hegel has said, for it is the means by whioh his per¬
manent, rational self as embodied in the state triumphs

2
over the weak empirical self which has fallen Into crime.
Personal vengeance and quantitative equivalence of pun¬
ishment are only confusions of the retributive
and are therefore irrelevant to its validity*

theory,
But

the

preventive theory, too, has its value in determining the
gradation of punishments according to their power as de¬
terrents* Hot only severity, but proper adjustment afponishment to its function of protecting the system of rights
* ******* ****** * ***** * * ************************** ********

1.
The Philosophical Theory of the State,p«22
2. Ibid.,pp.227,228.

75is necessary. The preventive nature of threat of penal¬
ties has its plaoe* All three theories

of

punishment

contribute their part to an adequate view cnthe aubjeotV
The reformatory theory shows that justice to
vidual must be done. The retributive theory
sight into the metaphysical nature of the

the indi¬
gives

purpose

in¬
of

punishment, while the idea of its preventive function Is
useful in determining the ipeans and actual extent of pun¬
ishment to be carried out.

The application of Bosanquet's doctrine

of

force

to the problem of war is of great interest. Does the as¬
sertion that force is justifiable as a means of repelling
force opposed to right mean that Bosanquet is,to put it
bluntly, a militarist? His earlier political work,

The

Philosophical Theory of the State, gives no adequate âisoussion of this problem, but the more recent volume on
Social and International Ideals, clearly indicates
position.

his

War is only justifiable when it liberates re¬

sources of character and intelligence greater beyond all
question than the encroachments whioh it involves*

Bos¬

anquet entirely lacks Hegel?a positive, aggressive atti¬
tude, but also avoids Green's humanitarian sympathy for
%*%*%*%***%***%**%*%*****%%****%**********%************
l.The Philosophical Theory of the State,p.233

76paoifism* He holds that it is necessary for a nation to
he strong, to he prepared to repel force hy force* ‘But
the capacity for self-defense does not mean military lust.
War is not essential to states, hut is rather a distrac¬
tion.2* Maintenance of peace does not itself involve war,
for peace is really a condition resulting from the

in¬

ternal state organization of rights* Fundamentally,it-is
the nature of our patriotism which creates the peaceful
or warlike atmosphere* Patriotism is not a spirit of na¬
tional selfishness and conceit, hut is a sense of loyal¬
ty to the ethical life common tofiall peoples, a fbnfemental love for things not diminished hy sharing.

The eth¬

ical purpose of providing the necessary . conditions for
realization of the best life hy each citizen gives
portunity for constructive endeavor and unity

op¬

through

co-operative action to this end. War is not logically in¬
volved in the nature of the state* As much as Bosanquet
may seem to deplore war, he never indulges in dreams of
its complete abolishment, hut only its

gradual dimuni-

tion*4’Furthermore, war is not entirely devoid of value.
Conflict always brings unity; the sacrifices

involved

*******************************************************
1.Social and International Ideals,p.12.
S*Ibld.,pp.277,275.
2.Ibid.,pp.4,12.
4. Ibid. ,p.vi.
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showH there are things man values more than mere physi¬
cal existence*^*But war only has the value of evil as a
means, and should he subordinated as a minor element in
the perfection of the healthy state.
Bosanquet does not seek to solve the problem of war
by establishing an international organization,
ther distrusts any suoh plan* He holds that the

but

ra¬

nation¬

state is the widest organization having the common

ex¬

perience neoessary to found a common life. The very idea
of humanity as an ethioal whole is doubtful; its reality
is a mere possibility, which may, of course, be actualiz¬
ed at some future time*^* The state is today the outstand¬
ing moral force of the world; in this sense

it

is the

supreme entity. It is sheer perversion of Bosanquet's
view to say that the state is above morality, an end in
itself* 3 The ultimate end is the best life,

the

great

ethioal values as realized in the life of the oommunityl*
If states have this common ideal, why

does Bosan-

quet not favor an international federation? Simply be¬
cause there are, concretely speaking, different ways of
realizing the same ideal. Hâtions have different senti************%%*********%%*%*%***%%% a********************

1,Social and International Ideals,pp*232,vi.
2*ibid*,pp£91,294,512*
2.Ibid*,pp.317,271.
4*Ibid*,pp.271,320»
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ments, traditions,language, and culture. Each has

its

general will, which represents the communal mind.Merely
grouping these wills together in a federation would not
make one will of them.

Where no real unity of wills ob¬

tains, there is no pervading general will to accomplish
the ideal, and the bond is only one of force* of artifi¬
ciality. So Bosanquet does not favor a federation of na¬
tions, and even sees danger in the present stage of the
British Empire, because in it there is only external compulsion of law and no general will.

2

A world state is not impossible, but presupposes a
higher unity and oohesion of nations than is now actual¬
ly present, or than is even desirable. Bosanquet sees be¬
hind the modern notion of a world-state the old dream of
a millenium, a time when there is no evil* This is
view of naive optimism, which Hobhouse declares is
very dynamic of social progress*

"Bosanquet,

the
the

like Wil¬

liam James in his experience of the perfect, monotonous^
complacency of the life of a Chautauqua, finds

no in¬

spiration in such a prospeot*4‘Homogeneity ofmankind in
* * ** * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***** * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** *
l.Sooial and International Ideals,p.315.
2*Cf.~ Ibid., p.293.
3*The Metaphysical Theory of the State,pp*116,117.
4.William James: Talks to Teachers, Henry Holt and Co*,
Hew York, 1914,pp.268-274.
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a world-state is for him a colorless* unfruitful ideal.
States could be in a system or family, based

on

friendliness instead of on thé force whioh explicit fed¬
eration would at the present involve.*‘Each would

be

maintaining a system of rights for its members, yet al¬
so would have a mission or unique function as a unit in
the whole. There would be diversity of contributions,va¬
riety of language and culture* This does not imply

an-

,

2

tagonism, the idea of "your gain my loss", for such states
would be co-operating, interdependent units. Free trade
and the spirit of equality are necessities. But above all
the maintenance of peace depends on the organization of
the internal system of rights within each state*Eaoh in
its own way is making possible the realization

of

the

great values of life. Apparent diversities ultimately
point to the same ideal. Bosanquet's treatment

of

the

relations of states is a most interesting application of
the Hegelian concept, "unity in difference".
Criticism of Bosanquet's discussion of states' re¬
lations, war, and other problems involves criticism

of

the fundamental conceptions of his political philosophy.
In the introduction to the second edition of The Philo***%***************************************************
1.Social and International Ideals,p.293ff.
g.Ibid.,p.895.
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sophioal Theory of the State, Bosanquet indicates brief¬
ly three important lines

of opposition to his theory.

First,it is held to be too narrow and too rigid. larrowness is alleged because Bosanquet uses the ancient Greek
oity-state and the modern nation-state as the true types
of political organization. This leaves

out

of account

large governments, such as the British Empire,it is said.
The recent world war resulted in an increased

emphasis

on the small nation-state, e.g.,Czekhoslovakia, Poland,etc.,
rather than on empire. Future developments

within

the

British Empire will also form interesting historical da¬
ta on the permanence and value of the nation-state .Some
critics maintain that Bosanqdet’s conception of the state
is not too narrow, but too broad, since
state and society. Hobhouse

regards

he

identified

this confusion of

state and society as the central fallaoy of Bosanquet'8
political thought.^* There seems no way of solving this
problem of definition, but at any rate,Bosanquet has the
advantage of conorete,definite meaning of the term "so¬
ciety"*
The second great line of criticism Bosanquet reoognizes is that his theory is too negative.State activity
*******************************************************
l.The Metaphysical Theory of the State,p.77.
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oan not directly enforce the best life of its

members,

but can exercise influence only as hindrance of hindran¬
ces. This may be exaggerated as administrative nihilism.
The opposite position would, however,become involved in
the difficulties resulting from identifying legality and
morality*
The third type of objection Bosanquet notes is that
his theory is too intellectualist in the light of phil¬
osophies such as those of Schopenhauer, James, Bergson,
*■

Bousseau, and others, which emphasize volition and

im¬

mediate experience rather than the laws of logio.
But the lines of oriticism just indicated seem ra¬
ther vague and perhaps inconsequential

when compared

with the intensity and diversity of opposition offered
in Hobhouse's critique of the tradition represented
Hegel, Green, and Bosanquet*

By some i$ is

by

considered

to have shattered the metaphysical theory of the

state

completely. The real force of Hobhouse's oritioism

is

derived from a confused notion of the fonflaaental concep¬
tions of the whole theory. He oan not attaoh

any dear

meaning to Hegel's theory of freedom.1,Bosanquet's con¬
ception of the individual outrages his common sense;it
**********%**%%*%%%*%*******ft*%%%**%%********%%*%%%**%*

l»The Metaphysical Theory of the State,p.39.
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is only a series of confusions*1* The expression

"hin-

O

dranoe of hindranoes" is found vague*

Bosanquet's dis¬

cussion of the morality of state action is "so involved
that it is difficult to grasp the real upshotVSThe mean¬
ing of Green’s ethics and metaphysios

is for Hobhouse

"often lost in obscurity and confusion": it is "a misty
4
region"*
numerous other passages might be cited to
further illustrate Hobhouse's
ground-work of the metaphysioal

lack of insight into the
theory

of the

state,

which he so militantly opposes*
Hobhouse states that Bosan^uet seeks to make polig
tical philosophy an independent discipline, ' which is
precisely what Bosanquet opposes* The correlative

and

interdependent nature of ethical, social, and political
thought permeates his writings* The real basis of it all
is in logio and metaphysics. Hobhouse recognizes

this,

for he contrasts Bosanquet's metaphysical method

with

his own practical method, which, he adds, is

at

once

ethioal and scientific. ‘Hobhouse, it would

then

seem,

is the one who attempts to make politics an independent
************%**%****%%******%%*****%*********%******%
*

l*The Metaphysical Theory of the State.pp.51,53,66.
2* iSid. ,p.~7S.
3.Ibid.,p.109.
4*I5Id*,p.122.
5.Ibid.,p.74.
6 * lbid•,p.108.
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study.
The central weakness of the whole criticism hy Hot¬
house is his praotioal method, whioh results

in the re¬

jection of any logical analysis of the self.

The

true

core of Individuality is isolation, the irreducible dis¬
tinction between self and others, he asserts.**Individu¬
ality is defined as the entire system of subjective acts
or states forming a continuum and constituting what

I

know within me as myself. * Bosançuet's attempts to per¬
ceive universal elements or any "oomraon self” in the con3
oept of individuality outrage Hobhouse*s common sense* *
So he deolares that Bosanquet, like his master Hegel,ne¬
gates and subordinates the individual to the state till
"not even self-hood is left to him."4*
Consistently with his subjective and atomistio view
of the self, Hobhouse deolares there is

no

part

more

g

real than any other part. * 3osanquet*s distinction be¬
tween the actual and real will is meaningless* The real
will is so abstract that no man would reoognize

it

as

his own; it might be termed ideal, but certainly not
*******************************************************
l.The Metaphysical Theory of the State,p.63.
2.115137755ÈT
3.Tïïîcû,p.51.
4.Ibid.,p.51.
5.Ibid.,pp.24.27,32,57.
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1
real.

‘The logical concept "real will", a necessary pre¬

supposition of the self as empirically known?*is complete¬
ly ignored. Che whole idea is discarded as a source
nothing hut oonfusion.

of

’Hohhouse tries in vain to explain

the common self on a purely psychological basis.4He finds
in it only oonfusion between the individual and the uni¬
versal?* as if no conception of the universal element in
the complexity of the individual as a logioal whole were
possible. For him there is the individual, an

isolated,

self-dependent centre of experience,and on the other hand

g
the mere abstract universal*

Hobhouse can

proceed

no

farther with the problem of the individual.
By this practical, non-metaphysioal method

we

can

not analyse logically the possibility of the state.

In¬

deed, $he state has no deep significance for Hobhouse.lt
is, like the Church or the Socialist International, only
one of the numerous groupings of human beings*
nothing sacrosanct in political organization;

7

There is

it isause-

ful but not inevitable instrumentality of modern life.Hob* % * * * * * % % * ** * * * * * * * % * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * % * * % * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * *
1.The Metaphysical Theory of the State,pp.49,50.
2.Similar tothe Kantian use of space and time.
3.
The Metaphysical Theory of the State,p*71.
4. ib I3:TP: ii* P . gg'f ?.
5. Ibid.,p.66.
6.Ibid.,pp.68,51.
7.T5T^[. «pp.76.77.
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house concludes his hook by contrasting his view of the
state as a means for the individual with the metaphysi¬
cal theory of the state as< an end in itself
Hobhouse has an empirical view, which lacks

both

the perspective and the logical-metaphysical ground-work
provided by the historical-critical method of the ideal¬
ists. Bosanquet and his predecessors represent the more
comprehensive, truly philosophic treatment, whioh tran¬
scends and subordinates, but never negates the practical,
psychological account. Both views are necessary

to the

student of political philosophy.
The value of Hegel, Green, and Bosanguet lies
their logical analysis, of political organization

in
and

in the eliciting of the fundamental conceptions involv¬
ed. Each contributes his part in the progress of

this

analysis of the state. Bosanquet realizes he is tbe bear¬
er of a philosophic tradition inherited from Plato,Heg¬
el, and Green. The fundamental unity of purpose end meth¬
od in this group of thinkers does not signify, however,
that no progress takes place*
There are outstanding differences between Hegel end
and Bosanquet. Ho longer is any fear of subordination

* * * * * * * * * * * % * * * * * % ** * % * * * % * % * * * * * * * * * % * * * * % * * * * * * * * * * * afc
l.The Metaphysical Theory of the State,p.127*
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of the individual in the state as an end in itself jus¬
tifiable for careful readers. "The ultimate end

is the

best life"writes Bosanquet. "The state is the guardian of the moral world?

O

‘The nationalistic pride and bi¬

as found in Hegel's work, Philosophy of History.-, do not
mar Bosanquet's work. Absolutism has oome to mean nothing
more or less than simply the concern for the whole, de¬
mand for completeness and corporate unity

in

life.in

Bosanquet's comprehensive view, the state is seen

as a

necessary implication of the nature of the self*

But,

like Hegel, Bosanquet does not regard the state

as the

final achievement, limiting the activity of the self.The
realms of art, philosophy,and religion are super-sooial.
They are a continuation, rather than a completion of the
self, and serve to indicate the infinite element in in¬
dividuality, which is not exhausted by the state and de¬
mands the Absolute.
Bosanquet's relation to Green is perhaps less obvi¬
ous than that to Plato and Hegel*

In several respeots

Bosanquet makes considerable advance beyond Green's po¬
litical philosophy*There is a more complete analysis of
the self because of the doctrine of the real will*Illus*******************************************************
1. The Philosophical Theory of the State,pp.331,271.
2. Ib id., p«1T7ÏÏ.
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trations from the recently

developed social

sciences

serve to make more vivid the concepts,"self-realization?
common good, and best life, than perhaps was possible in
Green's time.Bosanquet is free from the early nineteenth
century sentimental humanitarianism and democracy*

The

doctrine of the infinite worth of the human individual es
such, is seen in a dearer, more objective light. Bosan¬
quet lacks Green's scrupulous caution in estimating

the

value of the state to its members* Beneath these differ¬
ences the fundamental harmony of Green and Bosanquet re¬
mains: the spirit of ethical purpose pervades the politi¬
cal thought of both.
Hegel, Green, and Bosanquet are thus outstanding ex¬
ponents of the idealist

tradition in political philoso¬

phy. Each represents a stage in the development

of

the

theory. Hegel's excessive emphasis on the state and Green's
pèrsistent regard for the individual find reconciliation
and completion in Bosanquet's comprehensive logical analy¬
sis of the self and the ethical,
philosophy resulting from it.

social,

and

political
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